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1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let I be afiniteindex set {ili~1,2,...,r} foreveryiEI,letA, = 
[Q] be a real n,-square matrix. The tensor product of a family of 
(AJiEI denoted by @I&~, or @ Ai for short, is defined to be the 
Kronecker product of the matrices Ai [8]. Let AitSi, be the sith row of 
Ai and let /liCti) be the tith column of Ai. Then @ierAiCsij is a row of 
63 A and @ierA i (Q) is a column of @ Ai. 
A matrix Ai is called positive or negative, denoted by Ai > 0 or Ai < 0, 
if every element of Ad is positive or negative, respectively. The transpose 
of A, is denoted by AiT. 
The following definitions, notations, and a lemma [2] are stated for 
the further extensions and applications. 
Two ntuples x and y of real numbers are said to be similar if either 
x = y = 0 or x # 0, y # 0, x = Iy for some nonzero real number R; this 
similarity is denoted by x 2: y. The degree of similarity x/y of x over y 
is defined by 
XIV = 
0 if x=y=O, 
if x 0, x Ay. 
The an ntuple x is by 
* This 
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0 if x=0 
+ if x2-0 
sgn x = < 
- if x<O 
co otherwise. 
We know that for a family of tuples (xJiE1, 
Two families (xJiEl, (yJier of real triples are said to be similar, if either 
nit1 sgn xi = nid sgn yi = 0 or xi N yi for every i E I. The degree of 
similarity (x&~~/(~J~~~ of (xJicl over (yJzer is defined by 
if 
(&1/(Y&1 = hi* @Jy,), if nisr sgn xi = niC1 sgn yi = 0. xi N yi for every i E I. 
Two similar families @Jiel and (yJisr are said to be congrue&, if their 
degree of similarity is either 0 or 1; the relation “(Qier is congruent to 
(Y~)~~~” is denoted by (xJiEI z (y& 
LEMMA 1.1. @‘iel~i = @‘icryi if and only if (xJial 2 (y&. 
2. NORMAL AND SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
We know that a tensor product of normal matrices is a normal matrix, 
and a tensor product of symmetric matrices is a symmetric matrix [8]. 
Are converses of the above statements true? The reader will find the 
answers in this section. 
In this section, matrices A, B, Ai, and Bi are assumed to be real 
square matrices of order greater than 1. The following lemma is established 
for applications to tensor products of matrices. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let all elements of two x-square matrices A = [a,J and 
B = [b,,] be nonzero. If each sth ooze, A(,, and each tth column Aft) of A, and 
each sth YOCY B(,, and each tth column B ct) of B have the following relations: 
A(,, = ;i,B,,, and Att) = ptBct), 
where & and ,ut are real numbers, then 
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1, = AZ = * - * = 2, = /&I = . . . = pu, 
and 
A = illB. 
Proof. For every s, and for t # k, we have 
Hence 
Therefore 
Consequently, 
Hence 
f% = &b,,, a,t = /Ati 
a nlc = &bs,c, ask = Pkbsk. 
11 = il2? = * * * = ii, = p1 = . . . = mu,. 
PKOPOSITION 2.1. Fov every i E I = (1,. . . , Y}, let all elements of 
matrices Ai ad Bi be nonzero. If @iErAi = @,,,Bi, then for every i E I, 
Ai = &Bi i&h niEl iii = 1. 
Proof. From 
and 
we know that 
and 
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A .(ti) = ,QiCti) with nipI pc,i = 1, z 
by Lemma 1.1. 
From Lemma 2.1, for each i, 
Ai = &B, with & ili = 1. n 
THEOREM 2.1. If for every i E I, either Ai > 0 07 Ai < 0, and @ Ai 
is a normal matrix, then for every i, 
AiAiT = iliAiTAi 
with & > 0 and nicI iii = 1. 
Proof. Since @ Ai is normal, it follows that 
(@ Ai)(@ AJT = (63 Ai)Y@ Ai). 
From the properties of the tensor product of matrices [S], we obtain 
@ (AiAiT) = $3 (AiTAi). 
From Ai > 0 or < 0, we know that all elements of AiAiT and AiTAi 
are nonzero. By Proposition 2.1, AiAiT = &AiTAi with niGIAi = 1. 
Since all main diagonal elements of AiAiT and AiTAi are positive, it 
follows that & > 0 for every i. This completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A, and A2 be either positive 07 rzegative. If A, 
and A, @ A, aye normal, then A2 is normal. 
LEMMA 2.2. In an n-sqtiare matrix A, let every 70~ tuple A(,, and 
the transpose of the corresponding colum+a tuple AcS) be similar. 
(a) If all main diagonal elements of A aye nonzero, then A is symmetric. 
(b) If all no+main diagonal elements of A aye nonzero, then A is 
symmetric 07 skew-symmetric. Moreover, if at least one of the main diagonal 
elements is nonzero, then A is symmetric. 
Proof. (a) Since for every s, 
A ($1 = &(AcS))T and ass # 0, 
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it follows that 
a ss = &ass and &=l. 
Hence, A is symmetric. 
(b) Since for every s # t, 
A(,, = &(A’“‘)* and A(,, = il,(~I(~))~, 
it follows that 
a st = Aats~ a ts = &a,,. 
Consequently, 
a St = &&ast. 
From a,, # 0, we have 
&A., = 1 for every s # t. 
Fors= 1; t=2,...,n,weobtain 
/& = & = * . * = 2, = & 1 
From ill/& = 1 and Eq. (2.1), we have 
A1 = 31, =*-a = 1, = f 1, 
(2.1) 
Hence A is symmetric or skewsymmetric. 
If there is an s such that ass # 0, then A, = 1. Therefore, A is symmetric 
in this case. n 
THEOREM 2.2. If all main diagonal elements of @ Ai are nonzeyo and 
@ Ai is symmetG, then Ai is symmetric for every i E I. 
Proof. From @ Ai is symmetric, we know that 
@ Ai = (@I AJT = @ AiT. 
By Lemma 1.1, 
Aitsib 21 (A .(si)) Tz for every i. 
From Lemma 2.2(a), it follows that Ai is symmetric. This completes 
the proof. n 
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From Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 2.2(b), we can obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLART~ 2.2. If all nonmain diagonal elements of Ai aye nonzero 
for every i E I, and @ Ai is symmetric OY skewsymmetric, then Ai aye either 
symmetric OY skewsymmetric. Moreover, if @ Ai is symmetric and at least 
one of the main diagonal elements is nonzero, then Ai is symmetric for every 
i E I. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Su$pose that Ai is skewsymmetric for every i E I, 
then @ Ai is symmetric, if I codains even number of elements; @ Ai is 
skewsymmetric, if I contains odd number of elements. 
Proof. We know that 
sgn @ie14~si, = nifI sgn 4~~~~~ 
and 
sgn @ielAi(ti) = nisi sgn AiCti). 
If I contains even number of elements, then 
@&i = c&C- AiT) = (@.(&JT. 
Hence @ Ai is symmetric. 
If I contains odd number of elements, then 
Hence @ Ai is skewsymmetric. n 
3.MATRICES OVER A COMMUTATIVE EUCLIDEAN RING 
In this section, we consider the tensor product of a family of matrices 
(Ai)id over a commutative Euclidean ring R. In [7], some results have 
been obtained along this line. Here is another theorem for the tensor 
product of matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let I contain at least two elements. For every i E I, let 
Ai = [a& be an mi x ni matrix with the sith row AicSi, and the t,th column 
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AiCti’ over a commutative Euclidean ring. Then the row @SEIA(Si, (OY the 
column @iErAi(ts’) of BiEIAi satisfies the following condition: 
The product of all elements in @icIAic,i, (or @iErAi(t”) is equal to nid fp 
(or J&, f’ia’i) where fi (OY fi’) is the product of all entries in AicSi, (OY Ai( 
and ai = njer_~zI ni (or tci’ = JJsr-~il mj). 
Proof. The method of mathematical induction is used here to prove 
the theorem for the case of @iEIAicszj. 
For I = (1, 2}, since 
it follows that the product of all elements in AlcSl, @ ABcsZj is in the follow- 
ing form: 
fl . (a.&” * f3 * b+J’ - * * fl * (as,J”l = fln” * fzn’ = fla’ * f2@‘. 
Let us now assume that for I = (1, 2,. . , Y - l} the product of all 
elements in @zerAicsi, be niel fiNi” where q” = njGr_IiI nj. 
For I = (1, 2,. . . , Y}, since 
@icrAicsi, = (@w&c.& @ A,(,,, 
= [~ksl--(r)Ali(sk)a,lll,. . I ~ksl-(r)Ak(sk)asln,l, 
it follows that the product of all elements of AIc,,, @ * * . @ ATCBIj is in 
the following form 
(fl”l”. . . fr2-I) * (as,l,)a’ * * . (fl”l” . - * fF2-l) . (as,n,)‘r 
= (fl”l”. . . f,alr;-l)%. f,“’ = fp.. . f,“‘, 
This can be shown in a similar manner regarding the theorem for the 
case of @ZEIAi(ti). 4 
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